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2981 Prime
Administration / 

Set Up
Invoicing

We have corrected an issue that was preventing secondary claims 

for Add On Codes from being created automatically.
6.0.3.0

3263 Prime Medical Records medications

We have added several new columns to the Medication Grid in the 

client's chart and else where. You can now update the Route, Units, 

Strength and we have added a General Notes column where you can 

put other information about non company prescribers.

6.0.3.0

4358 Prime
Calendar / 

Scheduling
Calendar

We have made some adjustments as to how the calendar behaves 

in terms of the data it brings back based on which view you are 

using (Month, week, Timeline etc).

6.0.3.0

4365 Prime
Calendar / 

Scheduling
Calendar We have added the ability to Right Click and create appointments 

over existing appointments on the SAL Calendar.

6.0.3.0

4374 Professional Billing / Invoicing Invoicing

We have made several changed to the 835 file / RA import. PIMSY 

will now automatically create a secondary payment if we can 

confirm in the file that the payment being posted is from a 

secondary payer. The system will also try to match that payment 

from the secondary payer to an existing secondary claim even if the 

invoice number matches the number from the primary payer. We 

have also modified the system to better create secondary claim 

lines on Add On Codes when the primary claims are marked paid.

6.0.3.0

4388 Prime Medical Records Q&A Picklist

We have unrequired the control type and category on the Q&A 

Question Set up Area of the system. The system will no longer give 

you an error that forces you to refresh when you do not include 

those values when you are setting up questions. If no control or 

category is selected the questions will not show up anywhere.

6.0.3.0
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4389 Professional
Administration / 

Set Up

Public Documents, 

Word Documents

We are excited to announce a new feature to our Professional Plan. 

You can now upload Templated MS Word documents to the Public 

Documents and have PIMSY fill those documents out with 

information from the clients chart. Please contact your PIMSY 

automatically support specialist for more details. We will be offering 

Webinars on this new feature as well.

6.0.3.0

4390 Professional Medical Records Reports We have added 10 new Consent Reports to the Settings area. 6.0.3.0

4391 Prime Medical Records Documents

We have corrected an issue that was causing PIMSY to loose it's full 

screen status after uploading a document. PIMSY now stays open to 

full screen.

6.0.3.0

4397 Prime Medical Records Diagnosis

We have added a pop up search box that shows up when assigning 

new diagnosis to a client. This will allow the quick filter to work 

immediately and help speed the loading process of the dialog box. 

We have also added code to the Save routine of the dialog box that 

ensures the drop down box that contains the diagnosis has finished 

loading before the save routine can be run.

6.0.3.0

4398 Platinum Medical Records eMAR

We have added a new screen and settings that will allow a user to 

see all the scheduled eMAR clients for a time period. This screen will 

work regardless of if the client has an actual appointment. You can 

now choose the eMAR menu item under the main clients menu to 

see all the records for all the clients at once. We have added several 

new settings to allow you to assign particular billing codes to the 

"Take Home Given" status and the "Administered on Site" status. 

This will allow the system to create both SALs and Notes for these 

records that contain the correct billing code.

6.0.3.0

4406 Professional
Administration / 

Set Up
Stats by Date We have added the billable flag to the Reports -> Stats by date -> 

Stats on Notes by User, User Location Division report.

6.0.3.0


